
 

Develop a Ninja Mind Set  

Cultivate Mental & Spiritual Self-Defence Against Psychological Warfare! 

 

Can you relate to any of these mental states? 

Feel estranged and overwhelmed lately – suffer from social media burnout? 

Dealing with lots of unresolved issues – feel lost in a world of uncertainty? 

Trapped in a life that seems more difficult to manage every day? 

Want to know the real reason for dis-ease and rethink health? 

Question the meaning or validity of your relationships lately? 

Bored in your current job or face difficulties in your business? 

Mentally exhausted from the onslaught of information daily? 

Cannot figure out your next move? 

 

Welcome. I'm Christine, the founder of Via Nova Life. www.vianovalife.com  

If you're intrigued to explore the deeper questions in life and curious about the forces and 

energies produced by our brain and consciousness that act on the world around us, then you've 

come to the right place. Life becomes easier to maneuver with real knowledge about what is 

happening behind the veil.  

As a committed Perception Changing Agent, I’m determined to help others unravel the madness 

of modern life, encourage my fellow human beings to seek more nourishment for their life, and 

discover the magic that unifies us all. 

Take a look at my testimonials: http://www.vianovalife.com/home/testimonials/ and  

Vianovalife blog: http://www.vianovalife.com/blog/  

 

http://www.vianovalife.com/
http://www.vianovalife.com/home/testimonials/
http://www.vianovalife.com/blog/


Interested? Wanna come out of your slump?  

Sign up for a personal journey & eye-opening session  

where you’ll learn information and techniques completely off the beaten track. 

USD 100/hr or book a package of 4 hours for USD 330/AED 1,200 

******  

You’ll be surprised what you find behind the veil… 

http://www.vianovalife.com/contact/  

 

Who am I? 

I am a deep thinker and health vigilante, have a compassionate heart and a keen intellect. Seeking 

meaning about our human existence has led me along many a varied path of life. I have a genuine 

disdain for fakeness in any form. I firmly stand up for truth, liberty and what I refer to as “broad 

and informed spectrum of awareness and discernment,” meaning the big-picture, a well-

rounded, multi-faceted worldview. My insights stem from years of "connecting the dots in every 

imaginable way"... 

More information: http://www.vianovalife.com/home/introduction-to-via-nova-life/  

and http://www.vianovalife.com/about/ and  

http://www.vianovalife.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/Christine-Orth_Via-Nova-Life_Profile-2017.pdf  

 

Get in touch now 😊 Mob. +971-50-8462421, skype dubaibiz, contact@vianovalife.com 
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